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    Phone (714) 426-0590   Fax (714) 426-0591 CHEVY TRAILBLAZER SS
MAIN GRILLE INSERTS

  INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS

SPEED GRILLE INSERTS FIT SS MODEL ONLY

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

PARTS LIST
1   Upper Grille Insert 1     Instruction Sheet 6 1/4" Push In Fasteners # 18379
1   Lower Grille Insert 1  Street Scene Emblem 12         Ladder Ties # 10060
1     Care For Grilles

TOOL LIST
Drill Motor, 1/4" Drill Bit, Side Cut Pliers

1.   Remove the grille shell from vehicle.

2.   Insert the lower Speed Grille onto the grille shell by first inserting the top under the bow tie area and
      then puching the bottom in.

3.   From the back side secure the Speed Grille to the grille shell using eight of the black tie straps
      included. Using four on the bottom and four on the top, install the tie straps through the loop on
      Speed grille and then around the " X " member in the grille shell. Install all tie straps first before
      pulling tight. Cut off excess.

4.   Insert the upper Speed Grille section onto the grilleshell. The top of the Speed Grille will rest on the
      top of the grille shell. Looking at the top of the Speed Grille you notice six " Loop's " that extend
      out past the grille edge. Drill a 1/4" hole thru these loops and into the top of the grille shell.

5.   Fasten the top of the Speed Grille to the grille shell using the six push in fasteners supplied. Secure 
      the bottom of the Speed Grille using the four remaining tie straps in the same manner as the bottom.

6.   Install grille shell back into vehicle.
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